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Steelcase Live Map
digital navigation tool

IM#: 18-0109784

SAVE TIME SEARCHING

IM#: 19-0115485

Between the sprawling size of large campuses and their often complex naming conventions, locating
available workspaces can be frustrating and time consuming. Live Map provides immediate visual
context so everyone, including nomadic workers, can find their space quickly and get right to work.
FIND THE RIGHT SPACE

Navigate with Confidence
Steelcase® Live Map is a large-scale digital display that shows the
real-time availability of rooms, desks and workspaces. Located in
highly visible spaces, it takes the guesswork out of finding the ideal
space to get things done—not just saving valuable time but also helping
people feel more confident and comfortable so they can focus on what
really matters: achieving their best-possible performance.
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Live Map’s user-friendly layout can be presented on any standard 1080p display, making it a flexible
option for workplace wayfinding systems. Built on Microsoft Azure, the cloud-based software solution pulls
scheduling data from Microsoft Office 365 and occupancy data from Steelcase Workplace Advisor sensors
to reveal the real-time availability of rooms, desks and workspaces. The result? An elevated experience
for visitors and valuable peace of mind for employees.
FOCUS FASTER

Employees currently spend an average
of at least 15 minutes per day looking
for workspaces.

With Live Map’s best-in-class digital overlay on an easy-to-read floor plan, employees can save time
searching and maintain momentum, whether they’re locating a scheduled meeting, searching for
a conference room for an impromptu touch-base or seeking a quiet desk for a few hours of focused work.
SMART + CONNECTED WORKPLACE
Employees need room availability data to be accurate. Workplace Advisor Subscription sensors activate
Auto Book and Auto Release, and Live Map signals the availability to the workplace. Together, Workplace
Advisor, Live Map and Find create a seamless user experience as employees navigate the workplace.
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Call 800.333.9939 or visit Steelcase.com
facebook.com/Steelcase

twitter.com/Steelcase

youtube.com/SteelcaseTV
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